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Goldman Sees Fed
Hiking Rates 7 Times
in 2022 Instead of 5
Predicts rates being lifted by
25 basis points in each of the
remaining meetings this year
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. sees the Federal Reserve raising interest rates seven times this year
to contain hotter-than-expected US inflation, rather than the five it had expected earlier.
The bank sees the rates to be lifted by 25 basis points in each of the remaining meetings this year, economists led by Jan Hatzius
wrote in a report to clients.
The altered prediction follows US consumer prices posting the biggest jump since
1982 in January.
That view is also gaining
currency among investors,
who are pricing in a similar
quantum and pace of hikes.
Swaps linked to Fed meeting
dates indicate investors expect the Fed's main rate to be
Jerome Powell
1.85% after the December meeting from near zero now. While there's a case to be
made for a 50 bps hike in March given the combination of very high inflation, hot wage growth and
high short-term inflation expectations, the indications from policy makers are pointing to more incremental moves, according to the Goldman analysts.
“Most Fed officials who have commented have
opposed a 50 basis points hike in March,” the
Goldman analysts wrote in a note. “We therefore
think that the more likely path is a longer series
of 25 basis points hikes instead.” Bloomberg

EU Publishers File Antitrust
Complaint Against Google’s
Digital Advertising Business
Brussels: Google on Friday was targeted in an antitrust complaint by the European Publishers Council over its digital advertising business, potentially strengthening EU antitrust chief Margrethe Vestager's investigation into the issue.
Alphabet Inc's Google made $147 billion in revenue
from online ads in 2020, more than any other company in the world, with ads including search, YouTube
and Gmail accounting for the bulk of its overall sales and profits. About 16% of its revenue came from
the company's display or network
business, in which other media companies use Google technology to sell
ads on their website and apps. The
European Commission opened an
investigation in June into whether
Google favours its own online
display advertising technology services to the detriment of rivals, advertisers and online publishers.
The publishers' trade bodytook its grievance to the
European Commission, alleging Google has an adtech stranglehold over press publishers.
"It is high time for the European Commission to
impose measures on Google that actually change,
not just challenge, its behaviour," EPC Chairman
Christian Van Thillo said in a statement. Reuters

Twitter Back on
Track with 37%
Revenue Jump

CHENNAI: Twitter is banking on an

acceleration in daily active users
in the US and international markets to achieve its revenue target of
$7.5 billion or more in 2023.
The San Francisco-based social

networking company reported a
37% increase in 2021 revenue at
$5.08 billion. For the fourth quarter, revenue grew 22% year-overyear to $1.57 billion. Average monetisable daily active usage grew 13%

from a year earlier to 217 million in
the quarter ended December.
CEO Parag Agarwal said the
firm is looking at Web3 incorporation and has set up a team that
is looking into the opportunities.

“We have a small internal team
which is looking at opportunities
in terms of how we might harness
this change towards benefiting
creators on our service, towards
benefiting all consumers on Twit-

ter,” he said. “On Web3, I think it’s
very interesting what we've seen.
It's important as we look at the opportunity to think about the secular trends all around us.”
— Dia Rekhi

